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Mikayla Evenstad: What differentiates Workforce Edge from others in the 
industry is that we were born from an education company, so we've lived and 
breathed education for over a hundred years. We can also provide really great 
access to quality education, both traditional and non-traditional.  
 
Workforce Edge has a lot of unique features that help employers and employees 
maximize that education benefit process - some including the application for the 
benefit itself - all the way to submitting funding for that benefit. So it creates a lot 
of visibility to employers on where that spend is going for employees.  
 
It also provides a very streamlined process to apply for that benefit, and manage 
that benefit throughout their time and their program. But then they're also able 
to access discounts through the education marketplace that Workforce Edge 
provides. So that's a really great benefit to employees because they can see those 
dollars go further.  
 
Thomas Grant: For our actual associates, using Workforce Edge has been an 
incredibly easy process. Again, the most difficult thing that we heard back from 
them was just how hard and clunky it was to actually get access to tuition 
reimbursement previously. 
 
So Workforce Edge has made the process incredibly easy, and we've seen our 
numbers actually go up from a utilization perspective on the actual benefit. 
 



Becky Griffin: My experience using Workforce Edge has been just an amazing 
experience. The chat feature, the support that they provide - it really helps with 
the user, getting their documents complete, getting the information in. 
 
Before Workforce Edge, we were a paper-driven tuition reimbursement, so 
finding my manager completing the paperwork and getting signature approval 
was definitely a challenge. 
 
Denise McNeely: Workforce Edge has been an excellent partner for us. It's very 
easy to send the associate to them. They answer all of their questions. 
 
So we in turn don't have to be experts in it ourselves. They are the experts.  
 
Tammy Coleman: I would recommend Workforce Edge, and I have done it several 
times through our orientation classes. I make that like one of the key benefits why 
you should join the company. All the way down from a GED to your master's, you 
can achieve your goals through this process. I think it's a great opportunity to 
further your education, and it's wonderful that the company really invests and 
empowers our associates to do so. 
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